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ABSTRACT: There is a noted lack of understood, controllable
interactions for directing the organization of collagen triple helices.
While the field has had success using charge−pair interactions and
cation−π interactions in helix design, these alone are not adequate
for achieving the degree of specificity desirable for these
supramolecular structures. Furthermore, because of the reliance on
electrostatic interactions, designed heterotrimeric systems have been
heavily charged, a property undesirable in some applications.
Amide−π interactions are a comparatively understudied class of
charge-free interactions, which could potentially be harnessed for
triple-helix design. Herein, we propose, validate, and utilize pairwise
amino acid amide−π interactions in collagen triple-helix design.
Glutamine−phenylalanine pairs, when arranged in an axial
geometry, are found to exhibit a moderately stabilizing effect, while in the lateral geometry, this pair is destabilizing. Together
this allows glutamine−phenylalanine pairs to effectively set the register of triple helices. In contrast, interactions between asparagine
and phenylalanine appear to have little effect on triple-helical stability. After deconvoluting the contributions of these amino acids to
triple-helix stability, we demonstrate these new glutamine−phenylalanine interactions in the successful design of a heterotrimeric
triple helix. The results of all of these analyses are used to update our collagen triple-helix thermal stability prediction algorithm,
Scoring function for Collagen Emulating Peptides’ Temperature of Transition (SCEPTTr).

■ INTRODUCTION
Collagen mimetic peptides (CMPs) have long been used as
proxy for studying natural collagen sequences. Natural collagen
is unwieldy, long, insoluble, and cross-linked. In contrast,
CMPs are adaptable, short, soluble, and easily prepared. CMPs
have been used to study collagen disease states, collagen-
binding domains, and collagen folding and assembly.1−11 To a
limited extent, CMPs have also been used in designing
supramolecular nanomaterials.12−16 The unique secondary
structure of collagens, as compared to α-helices and β-sheets,
serves to increase the variety of structural motifs available to
materials design using only peptides as building blocks.
However, both biological and materials applications have
been limited due to the narrow selection of predictable
interactions for controlling the folded arrangement of triple
helices.
Collagens adhere to an (Xaa−Yaa−Gly) triplet repeat with a

high propensity for proline in the Xaa position and
hydroxyproline in the Yaa position that encourages a
polyproline type II (PPII) secondary structure and a triple-
helical tertiary structure (Figure 1). Each peptide strand adopts
a staggered register offset by one amino acid from the next
strand in the triple helix to allow the glycine residues to reside
in the core of the triple helix and facilitate the packing of the
strands. Beyond these constraints, there are very few known

rules for predictable triple-helix design in contrast to the
extensive design criteria known for α-helices and β-sheets.17−25

This is due in part to the unique secondary and tertiary
structures of collagen: unlike most peptides and proteins,
nearly all of the interactions in collagen are intermolecular. The
consequences of this fact are that, in contrast to intramolecular
folding such as in α-helices where the sequential distance of
two amino acids cannot change (for example, an i, i + 1
relation cannot become an i, i + 4), in collagens, the interaction
geometries can be much more dynamic. As we described
previously,26 interactions depend on the triplet location of the
two amino acids involved rather than their sequential
relationship. For example, it is known that positively charged
amino acids in Yaa positions will preferentially form
intermediate to strong complementary interactions with
negatively charged or aromatic amino acids in Xaa positions,
a neighboring chain in the succeeding triplet (axial
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interactions),27,28 as illustrated by the gray bars in Figure 1. It
is also known that negatively charged amino acids in Yaa
positions can form weak to intermediate complementary
interactions with positively charged amino acids in Xaa
positions on neighboring chains in the same triplet (lateral
interactions).29

In addition to charge−pair interactions and cation−π
interactions, amide−π interactions play an important role in
structural biology. In 1936, Wulf et al. suggested, for the first
time, that aromatic systems could accept hydrogen bonds.30

But it took 50 years before Burley and Petsko31 published an
analysis of 33 protein crystal structures highlighting the fact
that side-chain amino groups interact with aromatic side chains
in folded proteins, indicating an important role for these
interactions in protein stability and/or function. This analysis
included lysine and arginine, but also glutamine, asparagine,
and histidine. Two years later, Levitt and Perutz32 proposed,
through energetic calculations of an N−H interaction with
benzene, that this interaction is a hydrogen bond with an
energy minimum distance of 2.9−3.6 Å between the nitrogen
and the ring center, the N−H situated directly over the center
of the benzene ring, and the N−H bond perpendicular to the
benzene ring. These calculations were supported by Rodham et
al.33 in 1993 through gas-phase optical and microwave
spectroscopy. Since these reports, there have been many
subsequent energetic computational,34−51 crystallographic
computational,35−40,52−60 and gas-phase spectroscopic41−45

analyses of these interactions, but fewer analyses in
experimental aqueous conditions.40,61−63 These reports in-
dicate that the N−H−π interaction ranges from ∼3 to 5 Å and
is sufficiently strong to serve an important role in stabilizing
protein and peptide structures. However, of the four accounts
that report aqueous analysis, none utilizes these interactions to
design new systems that benefit from the included amide−π
interactions.
In our previous work, we reported on the development of

our algorithm “Scoring function for Collagen Emulating
Peptides’ Temperature of Transition” (SCEPTTr) for
predicting the thermal stability and registration of combina-
tions of CMPs.64 SCEPTTr utilizes the effects of single-amino-
acid substitutions and pairwise interactions in addition to
several other terms to predict the melting temperature of a
given triple helix. SCEPTTr can analyze both homotrimers and

heterotrimers, considers both canonical and noncanonical
registrations, and analyzes all compositions and registers of a
combination of CMPs before predicting the most stable
conformation. This algorithm reproduces the experimental
results of over 400 published triple helices. The parameters
used to fit this data set suggested that glutamine/asparagine−
phenylalanine axial interactions might be useful to control the
registration of collagen triple helices, interactions not
previously investigated in collagen. In our current work, we
follow up on that indication, investigating the effects of both
axial and lateral interactions of glutamine−phenylalanine (Q−
F) (shown in Figures 1 and 6) and asparagine−phenylalanine
(N−F) pairs. We find that the axial Q−F interaction is
moderately stabilizing and the lateral Q−F interaction is
destabilizing. In contrast, neither axial nor lateral N−F
interaction significantly perturbs the triple-helix stability. This
registrationally specific Q−F interaction is then used to design
a new heterotrimer to illustrate the utility of the interaction.
Finally, the twelve new triple helices reported here are used to
further train SCEPTTr to produce SCEPTTr1.1. We expect
that the new Q−F interactions and the improved SCEPTTr
reported here will be useful for the field for designing new
CMP systems, new materials, and for understanding sequences
in natural collagens.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Peptide Synthesis. Solid-phase peptide synthesis with Fmoc-

protecting strategy on a Rink Amide MBHA resin was used for all
peptides using the methodology previously described.65 In peptide D
(see Table 2), the glycine at position 18 was labeled with 15N.
Peptides were purified by cold ether wash, trituration, reversed-phase
high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), and finally
lyophilization. All peptides were N-terminally acetylated and C-
terminally amidated. Correct synthesis was confirmed by matrix-
assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) mass spectrometry and
ultra-performance liquid chromatography (UPLC) (available in the
Supporting Information).

Sample Preparation. Peptide solutions were prepared at 3 mM
peptide, 10 mM phosphate buffer, and pH 7. For the mixed samples
used for heterotrimeric formation and analysis, the peptides were
mixed at an equimolar concentration to a total peptide concentration
of 3 mM. All 3 mM solutions were heated to 85 °C for 15 min,
allowed to cool to room temperature, and subsequently refrigerated at
4 °C for a minimum of 12 h before data collection. Directly prior to
circular dichroism (CD) analysis, 200 μL of 0.3 mM samples was

Figure 1. Collagen triple helix highlighting the three different strands (leading in black, middle in dark gray, trailing in light gray), the
intermolecular hydrogen bonds (yellow dotted lines), and the staggered nature of collagen. Potential orientation of a Gln−Phe axial interaction in
collagen. The distance from nitrogen to the ring center as shown is 3.9 Å.
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prepped from the 3 mM sample by dilution into Milli-Q (mQ) water.
Directly prior to nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) analysis, 450 μL
of the 3 mM sample was transferred to an NMR tube with 50 μL of
D2O and a small amount of 3-(trimethylsilyl)propionic-2,2,3,3-d4 acid
sodium salt.
Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy. A Jasco J-810 spectropo-

larimeter equipped with a Peltier temperature controlled was
employed to collect all CD spectra and thermal unfolding traces.
The limit of the wavelength measurements used were 190 nm and 250
nm, and melting analyses were recorded using the PPII maximum at
225 nm. An intensity of 220 nm was monitored from 5 to 85 °C at a
heating rate of 10 °C/h. The derivative of the unfolding curves was
calculated using the Savitzky−Golay algorithm and the melting
temperature is defined here as the temperature at which the derivative
reaches a local minimum.
NMR Spectroscopy. All NMR experiments were collected on a

Bruker Avance III HD 800 MHz spectrometer with a QCI CryoProbe
and were run with samples incubating at 25 °C. Data collection and
processing were performed using methods as previously described.64

Briefly, all experiments were run with the first 1H dimension
transmitter frequency offset set to 4.81 ppm with a spectral width
of 12 ppm. In the heteronuclear single quantum coherence (HSQC)
experiments, the 15N dimension transmitter frequency offset was set
to 112 ppm with a spectral width of 25 ppm. Each HSQC was
collected using 8 scans in 1922 transients in the 1H dimension and
256 transients in the 15N dimension after 32 dummy scans. In the
three-dimensional (3-D) 1H−1H−15N nuclear Overhauser effect
spectroscopy (NOESY) HSQC experiment, the 15N dimension
transmitter frequency offset was set to 108 ppm with a spectral
width of 10 ppm and for the second 1H dimension the spectral width
was set to 8 ppm. Sixty-four dummy scans were run followed by four
scans in 2048 transients in the first 1H dimension, 32 in the 15N
dimension, and 256 in the second 1H dimension.
Molecular Dynamics. All-atom molecular dynamics (MD)

simulations were utilized for a detailed understanding of side-chain
interaction effects on the stability of the single- and double-
substituted peptides. The initial structure of the homotrimer collagen
was obtained from the crystal structure of (GPO)9 with Protein Data
Bank (PDB) id: 3B0S.66 We then focused on the central portion of
the triple helix and applied the mutations of interest for each
structure. In the case of single-substituted peptides, we obtained initial
structures of OGFO and QGPO by replacing 14th and 12th residues
of the (GPO)9 structure, respectively. To build QGFO, a double-
substituted peptide, we replaced 12th and 14th residues of the
(GPO)9 structure with glutamine and phenylalanine, respectively. The
OGFQ homotrimer structure was constructed by changing 14th and
15th residues of (GPO)9 collagen to phenylalanine and glutamine
amino acids, respectively. We placed each homotrimer in the center of
a cubic box and solvated using the Solvate VMD plugin. The systems
were totally composed of at least 167 000 atoms in a cubic box with a
side length of 12 nm, where we used the TIP3P water model. The
initial condition of a representative prepared system is shown in
Figure S17.
NAMD 2.13 package67 was used to carry out MD simulations using

both CHARMM3668 and AMBER-ffSB1469 force fields. According to
the experimental conditions, pressure and temperature were,
respectively, kept at 1 bar and 300 K using Langevin dynamics in
the NPT ensemble. Periodic boundary conditions were applied in all
directions, and the particle mesh Ewald (PME) method was utilized
to evaluate the electrostatic potentials.70 Energy minimization was run
for 5000 steps, and then the systems were warmed up to the room
temperature before 100 ns production run. A time step of 2 fs was
chosen in all simulations and snapshots of the systems were saved
every 20 ps. Preparation of the systems and data analysis tasks were
done using VMD.71

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Homotrimer Analysis. We synthesized the peptides
shown in Table 1 to test the amide−π interactions between

glutamine/asparagine and phenylalanine. Circular dichroism
was used to measure the melting temperatures (Figure 2) of
each of the homotrimers, which were then used to calculate the
degree of stabilization of both the axial and lateral geometries
of the interactions. The reference triple helix, which consists of
a homotrimeric arrangement of three (POG)8 peptides (here
abbreviated as OGPO, see Table 1 below), unfolds at 50.0 °C.
In comparison, the homotrimers of single-amino-acid sub-
stitutes in the OGFO peptides melt at 37.0 °C and the
homotrimer of the QGPO peptides melts at 45.0 °C.
Because each amino acid present in a collagen mimetic

peptide is present three times in a homotrimer formed by that
peptide, these three melting temperatures show that a
phenylalanine in the Xaa position of a collagen triplet
destabilizes a triple helix by 4.3 °C (calculated from (50.0 −
37.0)/3) and a glutamine in the Yaa position of a collagen
triplet destabilizes a triple helix by 1.7 °C (calculated from
(50.0 − 45.0)/3). Assuming no pairwise interactions, this
suggests that a homotrimer of peptides with a phenylalanine in
an Xaa position and a glutamine in a Yaa position should form
a triple helix destabilized by 18.0 °C and is therefore expected
to melt at 32.0 °C.
Peptides with two adjacent Xaa, Yaa position amino acids

mutated from the reference peptide (POG)n have the potential
to form intermolecular pairwise amino acid interactions when
they fold into a triple helix. Specifically, two lateral interactions
can form, one from leading (L) Yaa to middle (M) Xaa and
one from middle Yaa to trailing (T) Xaa (see Figure S27). We
show (Table 1) that the homotrimer of the OGFQ peptides
melts at 24.5 °C, much lower than predicted without
considering pairwise interactions. This difference can be
attributed to two lateral interactions, where each destabilizes
the triple helix by 3.75 °C.
Peptides with Yaa, Xaa position amino acids separated by

one glycine and mutated from the reference peptide (POG)n
also have the potential to form intermolecular pairwise
interactions when they fold into a triple helix. Specifically,
two axial and one lateral interactions can form: one axial from
leading Yaa to middle Xaa, one axial from middle Yaa to
trailing Xaa, and the lateral from trailing Yaa to leading Xaa
(see Figure S27). The homotrimer of the QGFO peptides,
which melts at 32.5 °C, is used to elucidate the contribution of

Table 1. Homotrimeric Peptides Used for the Amide−π
Interaction Deconvolutionb

aPreviously published.64 bTm is the experimental melting temperature.
Expected Tm values for double-substituted peptides are calculated by
subtracting the destabilization of each single amino acid from the
basis triple helix and assumes no pairwise interactions exist.
ΔExpected Tm indicates the deviation from the expected melting
temperature. The gray highlighted amino acids signify the region that
is altered for each different peptide, and consequently, the letters that
are used to name each peptide.
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the axial Q−F interaction. This homotrimer contains one
lateral and two axial interactions. Using the above value for the
lateral contribution, we can determine that each axial
interaction stabilizes the triple helix by 2.13 °C. Repeating
this analysis for asparagine-containing homotrimers reveals
lateral interactions worth −0.75 °C and axial worth +0.63 °C,
neither of which is considered significant when compared to
the precision of our method.
This method of analysis of single- and double-substitution

derivatives of the basis triple-helix OGPO allows us to isolate
the pairwise interactions found in both the lateral and axial
spatial relationship to the exclusion of what each amino acid
contributes toward the stability of the helix alone. This
demonstrates that while Q−F axial pairwise interactions
stabilize the triple helix by just over 2 °C, Q−F lateral
pairwise interactions are strongly destabilizing and both axial
and lateral N−F pairwise interactions have a minimal impact
on helix stability.
The alanine containing homotrimers, AGFO and OGFA,

melting temperatures indicate a significant lateral destabiliza-
tion worth −4.25 °C per interaction and a mildly stabilizing
axial interaction of +1.13 °C per interaction. These values are
surprisingly close to the lateral and axial interactions found in
glutamine−phenylalanine pairs at −3.75 and +2.13 °C per
interaction, respectively. The similarly strong destabilization
between the Q−F and A−F lateral interactions suggests a
similar mode of action between the two. Because of the lack of
possible strong intermolecular interactions for the alanine side
chain, it is unlikely that the destabilizing mode of action is due
to side-chain interactions, but likely instead is due to
compounding backbone conformational perturbations. In the
case of OGXY-patterned homotrimers, each peptide contains a
contiguous run of four noncyclic amino acids. Because the
most stable Xaa and Yaa amino acids in collagen are proline
variants, it is reasonable to consider that multiple successive
deviations from that pattern may have a compounding effect
on the stability of a triple helix. These may be better thought of
as the lack of stabilizing proline and hydroxyproline residues
rather than actual destabilizing pairwise interactions. Thus, we
hypothesize that the lateral destabilization of both Q−F
combination and the A−F combination is due in large part to
this kind of compounding backbone structural changes more
so than to side-chain interactions.
Heterotrimer Analysis. The combination of destabilizing

Q−F lateral interactions and stabilizing Q−F axial interactions
as found in our homotrimer analysis suggests that the
glutamine−phenylalanine interactions will be useful for
controlling the register of heterotrimeric triple helices. To

test this hypothesis, we synthesized peptide D shown in Table
2, which has been adapted from peptide C of the ABC

heterotrimer previously studied by us.64 Peptide D is designed
to form a triple helix with peptides A and B, which employs
four Q−F axial interactions. Tables 2 and 3 show the melting
temperatures of the various combinations of the three designed
peptides A, B, and D. As predicted, the ABD mixture forms the
most stable triple helix and melts at 33.5 °C (Figure 3b). This
system has specificity (difference in melting temperature
between the most stable and second most stable triple-helical
assembly) of 12.5 °C with the most stable competitor being
the heterotrimer of the AB peptide mixture, which melts at
21.0 °C.
This implies that, while producing lower stability, the Q−F

interaction has a similar or even stronger utility for the
specificity of a set of CMPs than does R−F. Furthermore, the
use of the Q−F interaction results in a triple helix with net
charge 0 rather than net charge +4 as when using the R−F
interaction. Finally, positive and negative designs are both
important for specificity. Arginine is very weakly destabilizing
and requires further negative design in the form of additional
destabilizing mutations to promote specificity where glutamine
is more destabilizing than arginine and therefore better for
negative design.
To characterize the composition and register of the ABD

heterotrimer, we utilized the 15N labels in each peptide and
performed a series of NMR experiments. 1H, 15N HSQC
experiments of each combination of peptides, as shown in
Figure 4, indicate that only one composition and only one
registration of triple helix exist in these experiments and that it

Figure 2. Triple-helix melting as indicated by the first derivative of CD for each of the homotrimers synthesized for this study. (a) Triple helices
containing glutamine. (b) Triple helices containing asparagine. (c) Triple helices containing alanine. AGPO and AGFO as previously published.64

Table 2. Peptides Used to Assemble the Heterotrimers and
the Expected Registration of the ABD Triple Helixb

aPreviously published.64 bSequences and abbreviations of the
peptides used in the heterotrimers discussed. The expected
registration of the ABD triple helix is shown at the bottom. Amino
acids involved in Q−F axial interactions highlighted in gray. NT
indicates “no transition”.
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is one of the ABD composition heterotrimers (some residual
monomeric peptides are observed). The 1H, 15N HSQC
experiment, however, cannot distinguish between the six
possible registrations.
A 3-D 1H, 1H, and 15N NOESY HSQC experiment was

performed to determine the registration of the self-assembling
triple helix observed in the HSQC. The full 3-D cube of data is
shown in Figure S16. In a NOESY HSQC of a triple-helical
assembly, each labeled glycine’s amide proton will possess an
NOE to the preceding α proton. For example, in the D
peptide, the labeled 18G amide N−H should possess an NOE
to the 17P α proton, as seen in Figure 5c at (8.14, 4.60) ppm
in the 104.0 ppm 15N plane (circled in orange). These strong
NOEs allow for the designation of each glycine N−H to its
respective peptide strand. Furthermore, each glycine amide
N−H also will possess a weaker NOE to the α proton of the
Yaa position amino acid in the same helical cross-section as the
glycine in question. For example, in the designed triple helix,
the D peptide’s labeled 18G amide N−H should possess an
NOE to the A peptide 20K α proton, as seen in Figure 5c at
(8.14, 4.35) ppm in the 104.0 ppm 15N plane (circled in
purple). Following these NOEs will inform the arrangement of
the triple helix from leading to middle to trailing strands. This
analysis confirms that the triple helix that self-assembles is the
triple helix that was intended. As shown in the two-
dimensional (2-D) slice at 104.0 ppm 15N shift, the D peptide
17P α proton shift is at 4.60 ppm (circled in orange). The D
peptide 18G amide with this NOE also shows a weak NOE at
4.35 ppm (circled in purple), which corresponds to the A
peptide 20K α proton also seen in the 2-D slice at 109.7 ppm
15N shift (circled in orange). In this slice, also visible is a weak
NOE at 4.84 ppm (circle in purple), which corresponds to the
B peptide 20O α proton also seen in the 2-D slice at 105.4
ppm 15N shift (circled in orange). Finally, the weak NOE seen
in the 105.4 ppm slice corresponds to the α proton of the D
peptide 20Q, which is not seen in a separate structure because
the D 21G residue is not labeled with a 15N.

Alanine-Substituted Heterotrimer Analysis. In the case
of the ABD triple-helix specificity, it could be argued that the
interactions from the leading strand to the middle strand and
from the middle strand to the trailing strand are sufficient to
set the registration of the triple helix, thus rendering the
amide−π interactions from the trailing strand to the leading
strand unnecessary. To address this argument, we synthesized
a third version of the trailing strand, peptide E, containing
alanines in place of arginines or glutamines, as shown in Table
2. As argued in our homotrimer analysis, we do not expect the
alanines and phenylalanines to interact significantly with each
other and so this peptide should remove the potential for
interactions between the trailing and leading chains.
As can be seen in both Table 3 and Figure 3, the E

containing ternary heterotrimer loses specificity. The specific-
ity as measured by differential CD melting temperatures drops
to 3 °C, which is near the limits of our method’s precision. The
AB peptide mixture spectrum overlaps almost completely with
the spectrum of the ABE peptide mixture. Further, small
shoulders in the ABE spectrum line up well with the peak in
the AB spectrum and suggest that the mixture of ABE peptides
yields a mixture of different triple helices. This means that the
formation of the ABE triple helix is not specific to the desired
ABD registration. This failure indicates the importance of the
amide−π interaction: Because specificity is not achieved when
the glutamines are mutated to alanines, this demonstrates that
the glutamine−phenylalanine axial interaction is a real and
effective amide−π interaction. The amide−π interaction is
stabilizing for triple helices and capable of improving the
specificity of heterotrimers.

Glutamine−Tyrosine Pairs. The amide−π interaction is
not limited exclusively to Q−F pairs. An additional peptide “Y”
was prepared based on peptide “A” with all occurrences of
phenylalanine replaced with tyrosine (see Table 2). A YBD
peptide mixture was prepared and found to have stability and
specificity equivalent to the ABD peptide mixture, in contrast
to the ABE mixture containing alanine. This demonstrates that
the amide−π interaction can be successfully implemented with

Table 3. Melting Temperatures and Specificities of ABC, ABD, and ABE Heterotrimer Mixtures

combination ABC Tm (°C) ΔABC combination ABD Tm (°C) ΔABD combination ABE Tm (°C) ΔABE

ABC 39.5a ABD 33.5 ABE 24.0
AB 21.0a −18.5 AB 21.0 −12.5 AB 21.0 −3.0
AC 23.5a −16.0 AD 12.0 −21.5 AE NTb

BC 20.5a −19.0 BD 16.5 −17.0 BE 20.5 −3.5
specificity 16.0 specificity 12.5 specificity 3.0

aPreviously published.64 bNT indicates “no transition”.

Figure 3. Triple-helix melting as indicated by the first derivative of CD for each possible mixture of the peptides forming heterotrimers. (a) ABC
peptides,64 (b) ABD peptides, and (c) ABE peptides. Note that AB, A, and B are all reproduced in all panels.
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tyrosine as the acceptor of the hydrogen bond. A discussion of
this helix and its characterization can be found in the
supporting information.
Molecular Dynamics of Gln/Asn−Phe Containing

Homotrimers. According to our experiments, side-chain
amide−π interactions can play an important role in collagen
stability and melting temperature. Molecular dynamics (MD)
simulation is a robust method to further investigate these
interactions and their roles in protein folding and peptide
conformations.72−76 Different force fields, such as CHARMM
and AMBER,68,69 have been used to capture side-chain
interactions in collagen and have successfully produced
consistent results with experiments in the field.29,77 Here, we
used both CHARMM36 and AMBER-ff14SB force fields to
further understand the side-chain interaction between the
amide and phenylalanine side chains. CHARMM36 results for
QGFO are included in the SI, which confirm the conformation
suggested by AMBER-ff14SB. The structures analyzed include
a (GPO)9 homotrimer (PDB id: 3B0S)66 and four other
homotrimers for each pair analyzed analogous to those
analyzed experimentally herein. The starting structures of
these homotrimers were developed by mutating residues of the
3B0S crystal structure to match the sequences of each of those
homotrimers.

The analyses of the QGFO and the OGFQ homotrimers
corroborate the existence of an amide−π interaction between
amino acid side chains exclusively in the axial geometry. Figure
6a shows a snapshot of two axial amide−π interactions in the
QGFO structure. This snapshot also suggests how these
interactions are further stabilized by formation of hydrogen
bonds between glutamine side-chain nitrogen and the
backbone carbonyl group. Figure 6b shows the same
perspective for a NGFO snapshot illustrating the lack of
amide−π interactions. Figure 6c,d shows the lateral geometries
for both of these structures. Figure 6e,f shows the
quantification of the distances observed throughout the
trajectory of the simulation, where the distance between the
amide side-chain nitrogen and the phenylalanine ring center
peaks at about 3.8 Å for axially related pairs in QGFO, 5.0−6.5
Å for laterally related pairs in both structures, and 8 Å for
axially related pairs in NGFO. The axial interactions for
QGFO match the reported values for amide−π interaction
distances found in the literature, while the lateral distances are
beyond the limit of a viable interaction. Importantly, we
performed MD simulations with both AMBER-ff14SB and
CHARMM36 force fields, as shown in Figure S22, and the
results are consistent between both force fields. Results from
both force fields are discussed in the Supporting Information.

Figure 4. NMR 1H, 15N HSQC plots for the A, B, and D peptides and their mixtures. (a) Unary samples. (b) Binary mixtures. (c) Ternary
mixtures. “M” labels monomer peaks with subscripts indicating the peptide. “T” labels triple-helix peaks, with subscripts indicating the composition.
(d) Overlapping spectra of all peptide combinations with the ternary ABD combination in cyan and all others in black to emphasize the unique
ABD signature. All experiments were run at 25 °C.
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Moreover, the results of the QGPO and OGFO serve well to
justify the occurrence of the weak intermolecular interaction
and its substantial effect on the stability of collagen structures
observed in QGFO. In the QGPO structure, it is noted that
the glutamine side-chain nitrogen forms a hydrogen bond with
a backbone carbonyl group, which is maintained in the QGFO
and preorganizes the glutamine side-chain atoms in an ideal
conformation for the amide−π interaction. The presence of
this hydrogen bond in the QGPO homotrimer also helps
explain the increased thermal stability of this homotrimer in
relation to that of the NGPO homotrimer in our experiments
because the asparagine side chain is not long enough to
participate in an analogous hydrogen-bonding interaction. In
the OGFO structure, it can be noted that the bond angle
(∼112°) through the phenylalanine α, β, and γ atoms is
oriented ideally for the amide−π axial interaction observed in
the QGFO homotrimer as well. This indicates that the only
required degrees of freedom that are not preset for the
amide−π interaction are the χ1 and χ2 dihedral angles. The low
level of perturbation of the side chains needed to form the
interaction explains the preference and the stabilization of the
interaction while at the same time explaining the absence of
interaction in the case involving asparagine.
SCEPTTr Ramifications. The addition of 12 new triple-

helix melting temperatures allows for further refinement of
SCEPTTr.64 For an illustration of the importance of this
follow-up analysis, Figure 7a shows the fit the SCEPTTr1.0
achieves as previously reported, with computationally
predicted values for the Q−F and N−F interactions.
SCEPTTr1.0 predicts the singly substituted peptides as well
as a few of the others but predicts a few particularly poorly,
including the OGFQ peptide (experimental, predicted) (24.5,
39.5), the NGFO peptide (21.5, 30.6), the ABD triple helix
(33.5, 25.6), and the BD triple helix (16.5, 24.8). SCEPTTr’s
performance is improved in Figure 7b in which all values used
by SCEPTTr were subjected to reoptimization to make
SCEPTTr1.1. A discussion of the process of the optimization

and a table (Table S5) containing the values used by
SCEPTTr1.1 can be found in the Supporting Information.

Amide−π Interactions in the Context of Other CMP
Interactions. We discussed briefly the comparison of the Q−
F interaction and the R−F interaction in the context of the
ABC and ABD heterotrimers, but it is important to discuss the
amide−π interactions generally compared to other interactions
in the context of collagen triple helices. The pairwise
interactions that have been successfully used for designing
structurally specific heterotrimeric triple helices include
(ordered as Y−X pairs) K−D, K−E, R−E, R−F, D−K, E−R,
and now Q−F. For the following analysis, all values used are
those resulting from the reoptimization of SCEPTTr, as
reported in Table S5, Supporting Information. The Q−F and
N−F axial interactions are valued at 1.06 and 0.27 °C,
respectively, while their respective lateral interactions are
−2.06 and −1.00 °C. respectively.
When comparing interactions in collagen, it is important to

compare two quantities, stability and specificity. The N−F
lateral interaction, though a small effect, is more destabilizing
than many of the previously deconvoluted destabilizing
interactions; however, paired with such a small stabilizing
axial interaction, the N−F pair is not likely to be very helpful in
collagen triple-helix design. The Q−F axial interaction is
comparable to other previously described moderately stabiliz-
ing interactions including the K−D lateral (1.10 °C), R−D
axial (1.64 °C), and R−E lateral (0.88 °C) interactions.
However, when comparing the specificity of the interactions
(the difference between the axial and lateral interactions) for
each pair of amino acids, the Q−F (specificity = 3.11) is much
more favorable and is similar to the best amino acid pairs such
as K−D (specificity = 4.12) and R−F (specificity = 3.43). For
this reason, the Q−F interaction exhibits strong potential for
use in designing well-folded heterotrimers. However, practi-
cally, when designing new heterotrimeric triple helices,
interactions will be mixed between different pairs of amino
acids rather than strictly competing between lateral and axial
geometries of the same pair of amino acids. In this case, these

Figure 5. Three-dimensional 1H−1H−15N NOESY HSQC analysis of the ABD heterotrimer. (a) Chemical structures of the triplets surrounding
the isotopically labeled glycines (highlighted in gray in (b)) and the expected intramolecular (orange) and intermolecular (magenta) NOEs. (b)
Sequence and registration of the expected ABD triple helix with isotopically labeled glycines bolded and underlined. (c−e) Three planes of the 3-D
NOESY HSQC experiment taken at 104.0, 105.4, and 109.7 ppm in the 15N dimension. The peaks that are used to inform the register assignment
are indicated by the arrows. Intermolecular NOEs are indicated by the short vertical arrows and the long horizontal arrows indicate the same
proton appearing in multiple planes.
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interactions will be even more useful: If a phenylalanine has
the opportunity to form an axial interaction with an arginine in
one registration or a lateral interaction with a glutamine in
another registration, the first will form with higher specificity
(5.11 °C) than is accessible to either pair of amino acids alone.
This illustrates the desirability of a diverse set of interactions.
As a final point of comparison, it is worth reiterating that the
Q−F amide−π interaction described here is the first example
of a charge-free stabilizing amino acid pairwise interaction for
collagen. For charged amino acids, pH and salt concentration
become important considerations depending on the intended
setting of the application. Additionally, highly charged peptides
can be toxic to cells and thus interfere with cell studies.78−81

These disadvantages can potentially be avoided with charge-
free amino acids.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In this report, we have tested and determined the utility of
novel supramolecular interactions in the context of collagen

triple helices. Amide−π cooperative interactions were tested
and deconvoluted experimentally after which the glutamine−
phenylalanine pair was employed in the design of a
heterotrimer and proved effective in controlling the triple-
helix composition and register. Finally, this interaction was
incorporated into the previously reported SCEPTTr algorithm
to update it to SCEPTTr1.1. This report adds to the list of
those that promote the utility of the amide−π interaction and
is the first report of the engineered use of amide−π
interactions to design and control a structure. Furthermore,
these interactions are important as this is the first report of
amide−π pairwise interactions in the context of collagen triple
helices, but more so because it is the first report of charge-free
pairwise interactions used for controlling triple-helical arrange-
ment. The addition of these interactions to the toolbox of
collagen research will allow for both better control of these
secondary and tertiary structures through expanded available
complimentary interactions and easier application to problems
in which charged peptides may be disadvantageous.

Figure 6. Results from molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. (a) Snapshot of QGFO MD highlighting the two axial amide−π interactions. (b)
Snapshot of NGFO MD indicating the lack of axial amide−π interactions. (c) Snapshot highlighting the QGFO lateral geometry. (d) Snapshot
highlighting the NGFO lateral geometry. The white dotted lines highlight the hydrogen bonds between the glutamine side chains and backbone
carbonyls and the yellow dotted lines indicate backbone hydrogen bonds. (e) Plotted frequencies of distances between the glutamine nitrogen and
the phenylalanine ring center for each pair of interacting amino acids in QGFO, as calculated by AMBER-ff14SB. (f) Plotted distance frequencies
for NGFO. The distance distribution functions were normalized by the area under each curve. L, M, and T refer to the leading, middle, and trailing
strands, respectively. The solid lines colored in (a)−(d) indicate the same interactions as indicated by the colored key used in (e) and (f).
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